Industry Reports
Each industry report provides comprehensive, current analysis, covering market characteristics, current and historical
performance, industry outlook, SWOT analysis, major industry participants, key statistics and more. Reports are usually
updated two to three times a year.

IBISWorld is an online database offering a
wealth of powerful and comprehensive information
on industries, companies and the
business environment in Australia, as well as
industry reports covering New Zealand, the USA,
the UK, China, and more broadly on a global scale.
Getting Started (on campus or off campus)
Access to the Learning Resource Centre’s electronic
resources is available via the LRC homepage
http://library.angliss.edu.au/ - ‘Find Information’ link.

To search IBISWorld, select ‘Databases’, then click the
icon.

The different modules of the database are explored
overleaf:
-

Specialised Industry Reports
Reports covering emerging, niche or smaller industries,
following the same format as the other industry reports.
Australian SME Industry Reports
Operating conditions for small-to-medium enterprises (SMEs)
can vary considerably to non-SMEs. SMEs are considered
businesses that generate revenue of ten million dollars or
less. .
Australian Industry Lists
Pre-defined lists of selected data from the 500 ANZIC industry
classifications, that can be downloaded to an Excel Spreadsheet, e.g. Top 50 Growth Industries.
Australian Risk Ratings Reports
Risk Ratings analyses determine how much risk an industry
will face over the following 18 months by assessing the operating conditions; industry structure, revenue outlook and key
drivers. The risk rating is a numerical score supported by the
detailed analysis
.
Australian Business Environment Profiles
Every industry faces a set of drivers outside its control that
have a material effect on industry performance. Business
Environment Profiles provide insight into these key drivers,
including exchange rates, interest rates, commodity prices,
weather conditions, consumer attitudes and consumer demographics.
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Australian iExpert Summaries
Industry and Risk iExpert Summaries condense the
integral elements from industry reports highlighting the
key issues, with questions and answers for consideration
for each of the 500 ANZSIC industries.
Australian Company Reports
Company Reports analyse the 2000 largest Australian
and New Zealand companies; listed & non-listed public,
private, foreign owned, trusts & government
businesses. Each profile contains details of key
personnel, company financials, industry and product
focus, ownership structure as well as the auditors,
bankers and solicitors of the company where available.
Australian Company Wizard and Company Lists
Download and analyse the top companies in predefined
categories, including revenue, industry sector and
shareholders.
UK Brexit Impact Statements
Provide an overview of the impact on industry of the UK
referendum to exit the European Union. Also included
as part of ‘UK Industry Reports’.
Australia COVID-19 Impact Tool
To assist with decision making during the current crisis,
IBISWorld created a tool to help understand different
industries' levels of vulnerability to different exposure
factors, also considering the level of restrictions in
place.

Searching and Browsing
Use the search box on the homepage to search by
Industry name or code, company name or keyword to
find a relevant report.
Alternatively, browse report types or tools using the top
navigation bar; either Industry Research, Risk Ratings, or
Company Reports (we do not have access to any
Expert tools).

Navigating
a Reportthrough an Industry or Company Downloading a Report
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vant chapter.

You can also choose to utilise the utility buttons for
different functions such as:-

.
OR
Each Industry Research report provides access to related
reports where available (Industry, iExpert
and/or Risk Ratings).
IBISWorld Industry reports can also easily be found by
using the LRC search ’All resources’ function, combining
the words ‘IBISWorld’, ‘industry’ and a keyword
describing the industry you are interested in. You
could also include the country to further refine the results.
E.g. IBISWorld industry hotels Australia

iExpert

Clicking the icon
to the right of any IBISWorld
page, provides
access to database help
information , and Industry Insider, which provides articles,
analyst insights and press releases on current and evolving
issues impacting industries and companies.

Risk

For further assistance, please see staff at the service
desk within the Learning Resource Centre.
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